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Mama Kakes and Meena are back! They have come a long way since youâ€™ve visited them last.

But as we all know, drama can and will find you anywhere.Mama Kakes is doing her best to be a

good wife and First Lady of New Hope Baptist Church. She never realized the task would be so

overwhelming. To make matters worse, the secret sheâ€™s been hiding for months is finally

revealed. Will she be able to overcome her circumstances? And save her marriage and family from

destruction?Meena and Pabloâ€™s love is stronger than ever. Thereâ€™s only one problem: She

finds herself falling in love with her best friend Jimmy. Who will she choose? And will her choice be

the right one?
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I've had this book for a while and finally decided to read it!! After everything that happened between

Pablo and Meena, it's ironic that Meena is the one tripping now!!! Just selfish! Too many confused

folks, causing nothing but problems! Ready to read the next part!!

And this didn't do it for me. An extremely quick read because every other page was missing from my



download. I was still able to get the majority of the story. The characters were still good. I hope part

3 makes up for this one

As a reader and editor, I came into this series in the second book. Even without reading the first

installment I understood the background stories of all of the characters and could follow the story

easily. Mitchell's characters are realistic and intriguing. The story is interesting and readers can

easily relate to many of its themes. And, man, can this woman write up some serious drama and

keep it up! I am now finishing up editing the first book before it's printed in paperback. It's great to

see how the story began, knowing where the characters have already gone. This book is for

anyone, but especially those whose lives are affected by addiction, trauma, and the ability and belief

to overcome those things.

Absolutely gripping! I said I was going to read a chapter and then walk my maltese...Yeah, Joy &

Coco didn't walk yesterday, I just let them in the yard.I was unable to put my Kindle down for 3

hours. The story flowed seamlessly from part 1 and BOY, what a page-turner! I'm still annoyed with

Meena but I'll give no spoilers. Typically I dislike multi-part stories but I could read and reread this

one a thousand times.If I could give more than 5 stars would! Perfect example of an already

talented author sharpening and honing her craft even further. I advise any aspiring author o take

now of just how well this is written, edited, and presented.

I must say that I truly, truly enjoyed this book . It was great! It had me longing for more! I really hope

that there is a part three to this series because i will definitely be reading it! Great Job!

What a awesome sequel to continue on with the story.. I read it in less than 3 hours... Can not wait

for part 3!!! I live in Harrisburg area and grew up here.. It feels awesome to support local author's!!!!!

May God continue to bless you with your beautiful words of writing...

I am enjoying reading Michelle books and this one didn't disappoint me.i like how I thought was

going to happen to be surprised by a different twists
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